
True Wireless Earbuds User Manual

Model: TWS
Bluetooth Connection Name: 
Starting up Tone: Power on 
Shutdown Tone: Power off 
Connection Tone: Connected
Pairing Tone:  Paired
Low Power Tone: Battery Low

Multifunction Button: 
Long press 3s for power on/off the earbuds. 
Click once to play/pause music/answer call, long press 2s to reject call. 
Double clicks right earbud to next song, double click left earbud to previous 
song. 
Three clicks right earbud to increase volume, three clicks left earbud to 
decrease volume
(When the power is on, red and blue light flash alternately. The master 
earbud with blue light flashes slowly, the light of sub earbud is off, paired 
successfully. )

Specification:

Bluetooth Version: V5.0       
Earbuds capacity: 40mAh Lithium 
Polymer
Working time: about 3hours 
Standby Time: 130 hours (stay in 
charging box)
Charging Time: about 1-2hours 
Working Current: 8-10mA
Standby Current: 4uA
Band/Frequency Band: 2.4-2.485GHZ 
Modulation process: GFSK
Support Agreement: 
A2DP/AVRCP/HSP/HFP

Charging box specification: 
1. Input Current: 5V---200mA
2. Output Current: 5V---80mA
3. Battery Type: 3.7V, >300mAh 
Lithium Polymer
4. Charging Case Capacity: 300mAh
5. Charging Time: about 2hours
6. Working Temperature: -10℃-45℃

Operation Instructions：
Special prompt: For first use or reuse after put the earbuds back into 
charging box for 2hours, you should take both earbuds out of the charging 
box and then put them back, so that the earbuds will be power on 
automatically when take out of the charging box again. 

Right and Left earbuds have been paired successfully at the factory, if the 
earbuds can’t be paired, please operate as below steps:

Binaural Pairing Operation: Take right and left earbuds out of the 
charging box, the red&blue light of the earbuds will flash 10s, one earbud 
will be paired successful after the light off, another one is still flash, please 
turn on phone’s bluetooth for search A7S to connection.
The light will off when the earbuds working.

Monaural Pairing Operation: Take any one earbud out of the charging 
box, the red&blue light of earbud will flash 10s, then please open bluetooth 
to search A7S to connection, light off after paired successful. The light will 
off when the earbuds working.

Play/ Pause: Click once to play music, click again to pause.
Call Answer/Hang up: When incoming call, click once to answer, click 
again to hang up.
Reject Call: Long press 2s to reject the call.
Wake Up Voice Assistant: Short press main/sub earbuds 3s to wake up 
SIRI.

Main/Sub earbuds Switched: Any one of the earbuds can be used 
independently after connected(The another one still can be work if the one 
earbud is power off or in charging status). Right and left earbuds can be 
alternate as main sound channel.

Bluetooth Re-connection: If bluetooth connection name didn’t remove 
after phone and bluetooth connected successful, it will be paired and 
connected automatically when restart your phone or take the earbuds out of 
charging box again.

Earbuds Charging:
1.Put earbuds on charging box, the red light of earbuds are on and the 
blue light of charging box will on. All the light will off when fully 
charged.
  

Attentions:
1. Do not drop,impact, scratch, warp, strike, crush and threw the earbuds 
into the water etc.
2. Please keep the earbuds far away from magnet,electronic appliance and 
speakers when use the bluetooth earbuds.
3. Avoid to place the bluetooth earbud in extreme temperature(Working 
temperature: -10℃-45℃.)
4. Avoid to expose the bluetooth earbuds in humid environment.
5. If long time no using the bluetooth earbuds, please fully charged the 
earbuds and charging it once every other week to extend its using life time.
6. Please keep the bluetooth earbud far away from fire.
7. Please keep the bluetooth earbuds far away from inflammable and
explosive goods.

Safety instructions: 
Please charge the charging box by using standard DC charger 
(DC5V/500MA-2A); 
Please don’t disassemble the charging case and bluetooth earbuds;
Please don’t insert other items into the product to avoid damaging the 
product or cause harmful to you.

Serious warnings:
Don’t use the earbuds when charging. Please use specified adapter to 
charging for earbuds.
Don’t try to open or put the earbuds in fire, don’t try to contact with metal 
parts or electrode short circuit, don’t impact and crush the battery.
Don’t try to expose the earbuds in humid environment or high temperatures 
which exceed 60℃.






